
 

 
 
 
 
Duty Manager | Lexi Cinema, 194b Chamberlayne Road, London NW10 3JU 
 
The Lexi is an independent single screen neighbourhood cinema.  We’re also a social enterprise, giving 100% 
profits to charity, and our box office and bar are staffed by local volunteers! 
 
We are looking for a confident Duty Manager with experience working in cinema or other front of house roles. 
Experience managing others and in all of the duties below is preferred, but venue specific training will be 
provided.   
 
Applicants will be available to rota on over the Christmas and New Year 2019 period and be able to start induction 
the week commencing 4th November.  Interviews will be held week commencing 21st October. 
 
Rate of pay £10.55/hour (London Living Wage).   
 
Please send CV and cover letter to zoe@thelexicinema.co.uk 
 
 
Duties  
As the Duty Manager, whilst running a shift you are responsible for: 
 
- smooth running of the front of house operation, in line with the Lexi’s policies and procedures 
- monitoring the volunteer rota and arranging cover in case of last minute shift cancellation 
- supporting the volunteer on duty  
- security of the building  
- reconciliation of monies 
- providing excellent customer service 
- responsible serving of alcohol at the Lexi bar 
- digital projection for public screenings, including live satellite events, and for private hire 
- customer and hire client liaison 
- representing the Lexi and promoting initiatives such as our membership and additional fundraising projects 
- the cleanliness of the building, including bar and kiosk equipment 
- reporting end of night figures to ComScore 
- re-stocking and maintaining displays in the bar and kiosk 
 
 
Management Structure 
You are the line manager for volunteers and temporary event staff in the building, and should encourage them, lead 
by example, and give clear instructions when needed. 
 
Your line managers are Rosie (Cinema and Programme Director) and Zoe (Operations Manager) 
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Hours 
Weekends and evenings will be your main hours of work according to the opening hours of the cinema. You may also 
be rota’d on during weekday daytimes to help with matinees or special events, or to support with specific admin 
tasks needing to be completed out of public opening hours – such as team meetings, stock taking, specific cleaning 
tasks, or health and safety checks.  
 
The Lexi is open every day except 25th December. 
 
Additional Responsibilities 
In addition to running shifts, you will also be given additional tasks to support the running of the business, for 
example, doing weekly health and safety checks, receiving and putting away deliveries; keeping the readograph 
message and film posters up to date, ordering stock, stock control, or training staff. As far as possible, you should 
complete these during your shifts, during shows. If necessary you will be given extra hours to complete these tasks. 
 
Cover shifts 
The Lexi is open 364 days a year so you are expected to be flexible when it comes to providing cover for other 
managers if they are ill or on holiday. You are expected to be contactable and must provide an email address and 
mobile phone number so we can contact you if needed. If there are any days which you cannot work due to other 
commitments please let us know.  Once the rota has been confirmed you are responsible for organising cover for 
any shifts you can’t do. 
 
Projection 
As a Duty Manager you are also responsible for the projection of the films we show and to start them on time. You 
will monitor sound levels and picture quality throughout the screening.  You’ll also monitor temperatures 
throughout the building but especially in the auditorium for the purpose of customer comfort and equipment 
performance.  
 
Events 
At the Lexi we are open outside of our public opening hours, for private parties, corporate functions, and even 
weddings – in fact events are a major revenue stream for us as we only have 77 cinema seats! If you are running an 
event you will receive the event schedule in advance and need to make sure you are well prepared so you can make 
sure the clients have a fantastic time.   
 
 


